Context. Recent studies suggest that many giant exoplanets are highly enriched with heavy elements compared to their host star and contain several tens of Earth masses or more of heavy elements. Such enrichment is considered to have been brought by accretion of planetesimals in late formation stages. Previous dynamical simulations, however, show that planets are unable to collect so much heavy elements through in situ planetesimal accretion. Aims. We investigate whether a giant planet migrating inward can capture planetesimals efficiently to significantly increase its metallicity. Methods. We performed orbital integrations of a migrating giant planet and planetesimals in a protoplanetary gas disc to infer the planetesimal mass that is accreted by the planet. Results. We find that the two shepherding processes of mean motion resonances trapping and aerodynamic gas drag inhibit planetesimal capture of a migrating planet. However, the amplified libration allows the highly-excited planetesimals in the resonances to escape from the resonance trap and be accreted by the planet. Consequently, we show that a migrating giant planet captures planetesimals with total mass of several tens of Earth masses, if the planet forms at a few tens of AU in a relatively massive disc. We also find that planetesimal capture occurs efficiently in a limited range of semi-major axis, and that the total captured planetesimal mass increases with increasing migration distances. Our results have important implications for understanding the relation between giant planet metallicity and mass, as we suggest that it reflects the formation location of the planet, or more precisely, the location where runaway gas accretion occurred. We also suggest the observed metal-rich close-in Jupiters migrated to their present locations from afar, where they formed.
Introduction
Many of the detected close-in giant exoplanets are found to be highly enriched with heavy elements compared to stellar composition, with several of the planets containing several hundreds Earth-mass of heavy elements Miller & Fortney 2011; Thorngren et al. 2016) . The origin of this enrichment, however, is poorly understood. One might naively think that giant planets formed by core accretion have metallicities (or coreto-envelope mass ratios) higher than those of the host stars. This is not necessarily true, since the mass of a core formed before the onset of the runaway gas accretion is at most ∼ 20-30 Earth masses (e.g., Pollack et al. 1996; Ikoma et al. 2006; Lambrechts et al. 2014) . Further enrichment of the planet during runaway gas accretion is difficult; indeed, theoretical studies show that only several Earth masses of heavy elements can be captured in situ during the gas accretion phase, when a minimum-mass solar nebula is assumed (Zhou & Lin 2007; Shiraishi & Ida 2008; Shibata & Ikoma 2019) . If the solid mass is several times higher than the heavy-element mass of the minimum-mass solar neb- E-mail: s.shibata@eps.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp ula, the enrichments of Jupiter and Saturn could be explained by such an in situ accretion during the gas accretion stages (Shibata & Ikoma 2019) . However, the accreted masses are found to be significantly smaller than the inferred several tens (or more) of Earth masses of the detected warm-Jupiters (Thorngren et al. 2016 ). In addition, Thorngren et al. (2016) found a relation between the heavy-element mass and planet mass that has to be explained. Enrichment of gas giants during their formation process has been recently investigated by several groups. Bitsch et al. (2019) studied formation of planetary systems considering pebble accretion and Booth et al. (2017) investigated the enrichment of the planetary envelop considering the composition evolution of disc gas due to pebbles. Their results suggest that pebble accretion is insufficient to explain the inferred amount of heavy elements in close-in giant planets. Indeed, the asteroid belt population in our solar system suggests that large planetesimals do form, and could be available to capture during the planetary growth (Morbidelli et al. 2009; Johansen et al. 2015) . In addition, a recent formation model of Jupiter suggests that planetesimal accretion Article number, page 1 of 14 arXiv:1911.02292v1 [astro-ph.EP] 6 Nov 2019 A&A proofs: manuscript no. aanda is required to explain the separation of solids in the early solar system (Alibert et al. 2018) .
Using empirical formulae for in situ accretion rates of planetesimals and pebbles available in the literature, Hasegawa et al. (2018) investigated the metallicity enhancement of close-in planets and found that the metallicity increases with the planetary mass. However, they have not studied the absolute amount of heavy elements in the planet, which remains unknown. In this study, we focus on the actual captured mass of planetesimals, and its dependence on various model assumptions. In particular, we investigate the effects of planetary migration on the capture of planetesimals, since most of the giant exoplanets that are found to be enriched have short orbits and therefore are expected to experience significant migration after their formation.
During its orbital migration, a gas giant planet encounters many planetesimals and captures some of them. Tanaka & Ida (1999) performed N-body simulations of the dynamics of planetesimals and a migrating protoplanet. Jupiter's enrichment with heavy elements during its formation when migration is included was presented by Alibert et al. (2005) . Both studies neglected the effects of mean motion resonances, which should be considered since they significantly affect the planetesimals orbital evolution during planetary migration (Batygin & Laughlin 2015) . Currently, the efficiency of planetesimal accretion during planetary migration remains unknown.
The main goal of this study is to investigate the basic physics of planetesimal capture by a migrating gas giant planet, and explore whether this process can explain the inferred enrichments of close-in giant exoplanets. Our paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe the basic model and settings used in this study. We construct a reference model, which is explained in Sec. 2.4. In Sec. 3 we investigate the capture process using the reference model. The basic physics of planetesimal capture by a migrating planet is analysed in detail. In Sec. 4, we perform parameter studies and investigate the sensitivity of the inferred captured mass to the assumed parameters. We compare our results with observations in Sec. 5.1 and discuss the limitations of our model in Sec. 5.3 . A summary of the study and its conclusions are presented in Sec. 6.
Method and Model
In this study we assume the following situation: A giant planet was formed after gas accretion stopped and the planet is no longer growing in mass. The planet then opens a gap and migrates radially inward in the type-II mode from a given semimajor axis in a circumstellar disc. Initially there are many singlesized planetesimals interior to the planet's orbit. The migrating planet then encounters these planetesimals and captures some of them. Planetesimals are represented by test particles and, therefore are affected only by the gravitational forces from the central star and planet, and the drag force by the disc gas. The dynamical integration for these bodies is performed using the numerical simulation developed in Shibata & Ikoma (2019) , where the detailed scheme and benchmark results are described.
Forces Exerted on Planetesimals and Planet
The equation of motion is given by
where t is the time, r i is the position vector relative to the initial (i.e., t = 0) mass centre of the star-planet-planetesimals system, f grav (i, j) is the mutual gravity between particles i and j given by
with r i, j being the position vector of particle i relative to particle j (r i, j ≡ |r i, j |), M j is the mass of particle j, and G is the gravitational constant, f gas is the aerodynamic gas drag, and f tid is the gravitational tidal drag from the circumstellar-disc gas. The central star, planet, and planetesimals are denoted by the subscripts i (or j) = 1, 2, and ≥ 3, respectively. The planetesimals are treated as test particles; therefore f grav (i, j) = 0 in Eq. (1) for j ≥ 3. Also, given the range of the planetesimals mass (∼ 10 16 -10 22 g) and planet (∼ 10 30 g), we assume f tid = 0 for the former and f gas = 0 for the latter. The central star is not affected by f gas and f tid .
Aerodynamic Gas Drag
The aerodynamic gas drag force is given by (Adachi et al. 1976 )
Here u is the velocity relative to the ambient gas (u = |u|), τ aero is the damping timescale of aerodynamic gas drag, m pl is the planetesimal's mass, C d is the non-dimensional drag coefficient (see Appendix A), ρ gas is the gas density, and R pl is the planetesimal's radius. The velocity and density of the ambient disc gas are calculated from the circumstellar disc model (see Section 2.2).
Gravitational Tidal Drag
We also consider the effect of the type-II migration of the gas giant planet, using the following form of the tidal drag force,
where v p and τ tid,a are the planet's velocity and the damping timescale of the semi-major axis, respectively. In this formula, the planet's eccentricity is assumed to be negligibly small. As for τ tid,a , we consider type II migration, with the dependence on the planet's semi-major axis a p being:
where the constant τ tid,0 is set as a free parameter. Equation 5 does not depend on the planet's mass and the disc properties as shown by (Ida & Lin 2004) . However, this simplification allows a systematic investigation of the effect of planet migration on the efficiency of planetesimal capture and the global enrichment.
Disc Model
We adopt the so-called self-similar solution for the surface density Σ ss , which is expressed as (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974)
where M disc,0 is the initial total disc mass, R m is the radial scaling length of circumstellar disc, t 0 is the time when the planetary migration begins, and τ s is the characteristic time of viscous evolution defined as τ s = R m 2 /3ν m with ν m being the viscosity at r = R m . Equation (6) is derived under the assumption of the Keplerian-rotating disc with the temperature profile of T ∝ r −1/2 and the α-prescription for turbulent viscosity from Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) . It should be noted thatt remains fixed during the simulation, which means that Σ ss depends solely on t 0 , the time at which the planet starts migrating. This simplification allows a systematic investigation of the planetesimal accretion efficiency.
The gap's structure is modeled in the same way as Shibata & Ikoma (2019) ; namely, we use the empirical formula for the radial density profile in the gap derived from the two-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of Kanagawa et al. (2017) . Combining the surface density profiles of the circumstellar disc and the gap, we express the gas surface density Σ gas as
where f gap is the window function representing the effect of gap opening (see Appendix B). Examples of the radial profiles of Σ gas are shown in Fig. 1 . Also, the circumstellar disc being assumed to be vertically isothermal, the gas density ρ gas is expressed as
where z is the height from the disc mid-plane and h s is the disc's scale height. The gas in the circumstellar disc rotates with a sub-Keplerian velocity v K because of pressure gradient; namely
with η defined as
where P gas is the gas pressure. For deriving the above equation, we assume η 1 and use the ideal-gas relation for isothermal sound speed, i.e., c 2 s = P gas /ρ gas .
Treatment of planetesimals
We assume that the evolution of planetesimal disc is decoupled from that of gas disc and the initial surface density of solids Σ solid is related to the surface density of gas by
where Z s is the solid-to-gas ratio, which is assumed equal to the metallicity of the central star, and f solid is a factor regarding the composition of planetesimals; in this study, we assume the planetesimals are purely rocky and ice mixed with rock interior and exterior to the snowline, respectively, and f solid is given as (Hayashi 1981) f solid (r) = 0.24 for T (r) > T ice ,
where T ice is the sublimation temperature of water ice, 170 K. The temperature of the circumstellar disc T is given by: where T m is the disc gas' temperature at r = R m . The planetesimal's mass m pl is calculated as 4πρ pl R pl 3 /3, where ρ pl is the planetesimal's mean density.
We follow the orbital motion of super-particles, each of which contain several equal-size planetesimals. The superparticles are distributed in a given radial region uniformly, where the inner and outer edges are denoted by a in and a out , respectively. The surface number density of super-particles is ∝ r −1 . The mass per super-particle m sp is given by
where a 0 is the initial semi-major axis of the super-particle, N sp is the number of super-particles used in a given simulation, and f disc is the mass ratio of the initial circumstellar disc to the central star.
During the orbital integration, we judge that a super-particle has been captured by the planet once (i) the super-particle enters the planet's envelope or (ii) its Jacobi energy becomes negative in the Hill sphere. The planet's radius R p is calculated as
where ρ p is the planet's mean density, and we set ρ p = 0.125 g cm −3 . The Jacobi energy is defined as (e.g. Murray & Dermott 1999 )
where (x , y ) and v pl are, respectively, the position and velocity of the planetesimal in the coordinate system co-rotating with the planet. The constant U 0 is set such that U J vanishes at the Lagrange L 2 point. With orbital elements, the Jacobi energy of a Article number, page 3 of 14
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where a, e and i are the planetesimal's semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination and h is the reduced Hill radius defined as
The region of E J > 0 corresponds the so-called feeding zone, inside which planetesimals can enter the planet's Hill sphere.
Model Settings
In Sec. 3, we investigate the basic physics of the process of planetesimal capture by the migrating gas giant planet. The planet is initially located at a semi-major axis a p,int and migrates inward as determined by Eq. (4). The calculation is artificially stopped once the planet reaches the orbit of a p,fnl . The planetesimals are initially distributed outside the initial feeding zone of the planet, namely a p,fnl (1 − 2
The choices of the parameter values for the reference model are summarised in Table 1 . In Sec. 4, we perform a parameter study for different values of τ tid,0 , R pl , a p,int and M p and investigate their effect on the captured heavy-element mass.
Again, in this study, to focus on the effect of planetary migration on the planetesimal capture process, we do not consider planetary growth nor disc evolution. While our setup is simplified, it allows us to identify the parameters that strongly influence the planetesimals orbital evolution and the efficiency of planetesimal capture. This is discussed in detail in Sec. 5. Figure 2 shows three snapshots of the orbital evolution of planetesimals for the reference case in the semi-major axis vs. eccentricity plane. In each panel, the migrating planet is represented by the orange circle, while planetesimals of E J > 0 and E J < 0 are indicated by the red and blue circles, respectively. The positions of the three mean motion resonances (MMRs) with the planet are indicated by the green-dotted lines. The orbital evolution of planetesimals is summarised below.
Reference Model Results

Dynamics of Planetesimals around a Migrating Planet
-Panel (a): As the planet migrates inward, planetesimals encounter and are trapped in the MMRs; this phenomenon is referred as resonant trapping. The planetesimals trapped in the MMRs are transported inward together with the migrating planet and their eccentricities are highly enhanced. This phenomena is known as resonant shepherding (Batygin & Laughlin 2015) .
In the course of time, the resonantly-trapped planetesimals start to escape from the MMRs. This is because the stronger aerodynamic drag in inner regions allows the planetesimals to escape from the MMRs. Such breakup of resonant trapping was found by Malhotra (1993) in the context of the formation of Jupiter's core. -Panel (c): In the further inner region, the disc gas becomes dense enough that the resonantly trapped planetesimals have (a) t= 127323 year Table 1 for the setting). The horizontal and vertical axes are the semi-major axis and eccentricity, respectively. The red and blue circles indicate the planetesimals with positive and negative Jacobi energy, respectively; the orange circle represents the migrating planet. The green dotted lines indicate the positions of 2:1, 5:3, and 3:2 mean motion resonances with the planet.
their eccentricities damped faster than the planetary migration, and therefore they are outside the feeding zone. We refer to this phenomenon as aerodynamic shepherding (e.g. Tanaka & Ida 1999 , for terrestrial planet formation). Figure 3 shows the temporal changes in the cumulative mass of captured planetesimals. The semi-major axis of the migrating planet is shown in the top x-axis. We find that most of the accreted planetesimals are captured mainly during the period between 4 × 10 5 and 6 × 10 5 years, when the planet migrates from 6 to 2 AU. As shown in Fig. 2 , the resonant shepherding and the aerodynamic shepherding are significant for t 4 × 10 5 years and t 6 × 10 5 years, respectively. Most of the planetesimals are captured when the both shepherding processes are inefficient. This result suggests that resonant shepherding and aerodynamic shepherding inhibit planetesimal capture by a migrating giant planet. The cumulative captured mass at the end of the calculation (hereafter, the total captured mass M total cap ) is found to be ∼ 20 M ⊕ , which is ∼ 20% of available planetesimals mass (∼ 100 M ⊕ planetesimals are distributed at the beginning of the simulation). A detail analysis of the shepherding processes is given in Appendix C. Fig. 3 . The temporal changes in the cumulative mass of captured planetesimals in the reference case (see Table 1 for the setting). Top x-axis shows the semi-major axis of the migrating planet. Figure 4 shows the fraction of captured planetesimals as a function of their source semi-major axis a 0 . From a physical point of view, the histogram can be divided into three regions including (1) a 0 < 5 AU, (2) 5 AU < a 0 < 12.6 AU, which corresponds to the initial 2:1 MMR, (3) 12.6AU < a 0 . In the first region, the fraction is quite small and decreases with decreasing a 0 . Those from the second region are trapped in the 2:1 MMR and, then, about 30-40 % of them are captured by the planet. The planetesimals from the third region are trapped in the 5:3 or 3:2 MMRs and, then, about 10-20 % of them are captured by the migrating planet.
Dependence on the Initial Semi-Major Axis
In the first region, the dominant shepherding process is the aerodynamic one. Since it works more effectively in inner regions, the number of planetesimals that enter the planetary feeding zone decreases with the decreasing initial semi-major axis.
The difference in capture probability between the second and third regions arises from the difference of the MMRs by which planetesimals are initially trapped. As a result, the dynamical configuration of planetesimals inside the feeding zone is changed. The main difference is the planetesimal eccentric- . The fraction of planetesimals captured by the planet vs. their source semi-major axis for the reference case. The green, white and turquoise areas correspond to the first, second, and third regions denoted in Sec 3.2. The difference between these regions is due to the different nature of the dominant shepherding process. The gray area shows the initial planetary feeding zone for planetesimals in circular orbits (e = 0). The dotted lines indicate the positions of the 2:1, 5:3, and 3:2 MMR with the planet at the beginning of the simulation. The bin width of the histogram is 1/3 AU.
ity; the eccentricity of planetesimals from the third region is higher than that of planetesimals from the second region (see Appendix C). Since the capture probability decreases with increasing eccentricity (Ida & Nakazawa 1989) , the capture probability for the third region is smaller than that for the second one.
Results of Parameter Study
As discussed above, the two shepherding processes control the efficiency of planetesimal capture by a migrating planet. In this section, we perform a parameter study where we change the planet's migration timescale τ tid,0 , the radius of planetesimals R pl , the migration length (or the initial position of the planet a p,int ) and planet's mass M p , in order to investigate the effects of these parameters on the shepherding and the capture processes of planetesimals.
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Captured Fraction
Semi-Major Axis [AU] Panels in the left column of Fig. 5 present the dependence of the total mass of planetesimals captured by the planet, M total cap , on ((a)-1) τ tid,0 , ((b)-1) R pl , ((c)-1) a p,int and ((d)-1) M p . The right column shows the fraction of planetesimals captured by the planet as a function of their source semi-major axis a 0 for the different cases we consider.
In panel (a)-1, we present the values of M total cap calculated for log (τ tid,0 /yr) = 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0. It is found that M total cap increases with τ tid,0 for 10 4.0 ≤ τ tid,0 ≤ 10 4.5 years, while decreasing with τ tid,0 for τ tid,0 ≥ 10 4.5 years. Two such different trends arise because change in τ tid,0 affects both types of shepherding in different ways. Aerodynamic shepherding becomes more effective for larger τ tid,0 , because slower planetary migration makes planetesimals subject to aerodynamic gas drag for a longer time. Consequently, as found in panel (a)-2, the fraction of captured planetesimals from inner regions decreases with increasing τ tid,0 . On the other hand, resonant shepherding becomes less effective for larger τ tid,0 , because the excitation of planetesimal eccentricity in MMRs weakens with increasing τ tid,0 . As a result of the combination of both shepherdings, M total cap peaks at τ tid,0 = 10 4.5 year (see Appendix C for more details).
In panel (b)-1, M total cap is found to increase with R pl : This is simply because larger R pl brings about weaker aerodynamic gas drag and thereby less effective aerodynamic shepherding.
Since several studies suggested that planetesimals are likely to born big as ∼ 100 km, an enrichment of several 10M ⊕ is expected. In panel (c)-1, M total cap is found to increase with the migration length almost linearly. Both shepherding processes are almost independent of the migration length, so M total cap is determined by the number of planetesimals that interact with the planet during its migration.
Finally, in panel (d)-1, M total cap is found to change with M p in a non-monotonic manner and take local maxima at M p = 1.4 M J and 5.7 M J and local minima at M p = 0.7 M J and 2.8 M J . In panel (d)-2, the capture fractions are shown for those local maxima and minima cases. The reason for such a non-monotonic change in M total cap with M p is linked to the position of MMRs relative to the feeding zone boundary. The change in the planet's mass shifts the cross points between the feeding zone boundary and MMRs, because the feeding zone expands with M p (Eq. 19). Planetesimals enter the feeding zone around these cross points (see Fig. C.1 and Fig. C.2) : hereafter, these points are referred to as channels. The shift of channels is monotonic with M p . But the main channel, which supplies most of the planetesimals into the feeding zone, also changes with M p , which results in the nonmonotonic change in M total cap with M p . The details of this mechanism are presented in Appendix D.
Discussion
Implications for Planet Formation
The total heavy-element mass in a gas giant planet is a combination of the core mass and the heavy elements within the envelope. The core's mass can be thought to be of the order of the critical core mass in the case of a proto-giant planet that forms in outer regions of a relatively massive disc as considered in this study. This is essentially the mass that is accreted during the first phase (phase-1) in the formation of a giant planet. The maximum heavy-element mass that can be accreted by a giant planet forming in-situ by planetesimal accretion, assuming no planetesimals are accreted during runaway gas accretion, can be given by the isolation mass, M iso (Lissauer 1987; Kokubo & Ida 1998) . From the empirical relation for M iso obtained by Kokubo & Ida (1998) , M iso is 70-80 M ⊕ at 20 AU for a solid surface density that is six times higher than the MMSN value. However, one should consider that in fact, the critical core can be significantly smaller than the one inferred when assuming dust-rich protoplanetary envelopes (Ikoma et al. 2000 (Ikoma et al. , 2006 , due to grain growth and settling which leads to reduction in opacity and shorter formation timescales (Ormel 2013; Mordasini 2014) . In the latter case, the critical core mass is expected to be of the order of ∼ 10M ⊕ or smaller. Even in the case of rapid pebble accretion, pebbles will vaporise in the planetary envelope and therefore significantly reduce the core mass (Hori & Ikoma 2011; Venturini et al. 2015; Brouwers et al. 2018) . As a result, the core mass is unlikely to be much higher than 10 M ⊕ .
After the first phase, which is dominated by heavy-element accretion, the gas accretion rate becomes much higher than the heavy-element accretion rate. The dense gaseous envelope prevents planetesimals from reaching the core, and the planetesimals are expected to remain in the envelope. In fact, the division between the "core" and "envelope" is not always welldefined (Helled & Stevenson 2017; Lozovsky et al. 2017; Valletta & Helled 2019) . After the onset of the runaway gas accretion, the rapidly expanding feeding zone allows further accretion of planetesimals that are distributed around the planet. During that phase, up to 30% of the planetesimals inside the planet's feeding zone can be accreted by the planet (Shibata & Ikoma 2019 ). As we show here, a higher mass of heavy elements can be captured when planetary migration is considered.
Using the same parameters as the ones adopted in our reference model, we find that the planet captures ∼ 18 M ⊕ of planetesimals (equivalent to 30 % of all planetesimals inside the Jupiter-mass planet's feeding zone at 20 AU) during the subsequent rapid gas accretion phase. Then, during inward migration, the planet captures 20 M ⊕ of planetesimals (see Sec. 3). Therefore, assuming that a warm-Jupiter that starts its formation at 20 AU, it captures ∼ 40 − 50M ⊕ heavy elements by the end of its migration. Figure 6 shows a histogram of the inferred heavy-element mass in warm-Jupiters, which is made from the data presented in Thorngren et al. (2016) . We divide the data into super-Saturns assuming that these planets have experienced rapid gas accretion, while the sub-Saturns have not. The median of heavy-element mass inferred for these warm-Jupiters (red bars) is ∼ 50M ⊕ . This value is consistent with our results. Therefore, our study suggests that the metal-rich warm-Jupiters must have migrated inward from afar to their current location. Our study provides an independent way to constrain the formation history of giant exoplanets at small orbits, simply by estimating their bulk compositions. Our conclusion is in agreement with studies that imply a migration history for these planets based on their orbital parameters (e.g., Ida & Lin 2004) . At the same time, our study emphasises the challenge for planet formation models to explain the highly enriched warm-Jupiters, which contain more than 100 M ⊕ of heavy elements.
Our model can explain enrichment of up to ∼ 100 M ⊕ of heavy elements in warm-Jupiters. This is because the amount of heavy elements can be increased when faster planetary migration, larger planetesimals, longer migration lengths (see Fig. 5 ) or heavier circumstellar discs are considered. There are circumstellar discs up to 10-20 times more massive than the MMSN according to observations of young stellar clusters (e.g., W Beckwith et al. 1996; Dullemond et al. 2018 ) and some of the central star in Thorngren et al. (2016) 's data have 1-2 times higher metallicity relative to our Sun. Nevertheless, even under these idealised assumptions, the super-enriched giant planets cannot be explained. Therefore, we suggest that any further enrichment is expected to be a result of other enrichment mechanisms such as giant impacts and planet merging (Ikoma et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2015) or additional processes neglected in our model, as discussed below.
Our study suggests that the relation between the heavyelement mass M p,Z and planet mass M p found by Thorngren et al. (2016) is rather complex. We show that there are no simple relation between M total cap and M p (Fig. 5(d)-1 ). On the other hand, M total cap increases almost linearly with the initial position of the planet a p,int (Fig. 5(c)-1 ), suggesting that the formation of more enriched giant exoplanets starts at outer region of the disc. Therefore, our results predict that the relation between M p,Z and M p depends on the relation between the mass of gas giant planets and the position where runway gas accretion starts, which is consistent with the results of Tanigawa & Ikoma (2007) and Tanigawa & Tanaka (2016) .
Recently, Humphries & Nayakshin (2018) considered giant planet formation via gravitational instability and accretion of pebbles during the rapid type 1 migration in order to reproduce the trends found by Thorngren et al. (2016) . Their results imply that the planetary metallicity is increased by pebble accretion because rapid migration hinders gap opening in the pebble disc. Our model cannot be directly compared with this work because we focus on type 2 migration. Nevertheless, our results suggest that the gas giants migrating with type 1 regime can also capture many heavy elements even in a disc in which the solid material is in the form of planetesimals. In fact, heavy-element enrichment of clumps formed by gravitational instability via planetesimal capture was also found to be efficient and to lead to enrichments of several tens M ⊕ , depending on the planetary formation location and disc properties (Helled & Schubert 2009 ). We suggest that future studies should compare the different predictions for the heavy-element enrichment of gaseous planets considering both planetesimal and pebble accretion, type 1 and type 2 migration, and formation via both core accretion and disk instability.
Finally, it should be noted that in terms of planetary bulk metallicity, migration is much more significant for the lower planetary masses; for instance, for a 0.5 M J with an initial core mass of 10 M ⊕ , the total heavy-element mass can increase by a factor of four, resulting in a planetary metallicity of ∼ 30%. Also, it is important to keep in mind that the inferred heavyelement masses of the giant exoplanets can vary depending on the model assumptions, in particular, the used equation of state for hydrogen and helium, the gas and dust opacity, the assumed compositions and thermal profile, etc. It is therefore desirable to investigate the sensitivity of the inferred planetary metallicity of warm/hot Jupiters in a more rigorous way, and we hope to address this in future research.
Resonant Braking in Planet-Planetesimal Resonance
Planetesimals escape from MMRs during planetary migration because strong aerodynamic gas drag amplifies the libration of resonance angle and the libration of semi-major axis exceeds the resonant width of MMRs (see Sec. C for details). This mechanism was named overstable libration in the context of planetplanet resonant breaking (Goldreich & Schlichting 2014; Hands & Alexander 2018) . The main difference between their planetplanet resonant breaking and our planet-planetesimal resonant breaking is the source of damping. The planet's orbit is damped by the gravitational interaction with the circumstellar disc, while the planetesimal's orbit is damped by the aerodynamic interaction with circumstellar disc. We find that this "overstable libration" occurs even in planet-planetesimal resonance because the planetesimal's eccentricity reaches a very high value (∼ 0.1) leading to the damping timescale of the eccentricity to be shorter than that of the planetary migration, which is a requirement of this resonant breaking. Our results show that overstable libration plays an important role for planetesimals accretion. A detailed analysis of planet-planetesimal resonant breaking is desirable, but is beyond the scope of this paper, and we hope to address it in future research.
The results of our parameter study regarding the planetary mass (see Fig. 5 ) might be important for understanding the planet-planetesimal resonance and its resonant breaking. This unique relation between heavy-element mass and planet mass can be observable, assuming there are no other effects that lead to the non-monotonic relation between them. The planetary massenrichment dependency derived in this study is not found in the sample of Thorngren et al. (2016) , however, this could be a result of limited data. As a result, we suggest that further observations could be used to better understand the role of planet-planetesimal resonance in the capture of planetesimals by a migrating planet.
Effects neglected in this work
In this study, we have considered only one migrating planet. Also we have treated the planetesimals as test particles and ignored their mutual collisions and gravitational forces on the migrating planet. The effects of the accreted solids on the planetary evolution (via changes in composition and opacity) are also neglected. In addition, we have used Eq. (16) assuming a constant mean density ρ p = 0.125 g cm −3 for the planet's radius, although the planetary capture radius can differ from this value (e.g. Podolak et al. 1988; Inaba & Ikoma 2003) . Below, we discuss the potential effects of these processes on our results.
When a gas giant planet starts to migrate, many other planets could exist interior to the orbit of the gas giant in the same system. If the relative distance between the gas giant planet and other planets decreases due to their different migration timescales (converging process), those planets ahead of the gas giant planet could scatter planetesimals into the giant planet's feeding zone, reducing the efficiency of aerodynamic shepherding. In addition, the gravitational perturbation from those planets on planetesimals trapped in MMRs would amplify the libration of their orbits, thereby breaking the resonant shepherding process. Thus, in the converging processes, the existence of other planets is expected to enhance the efficiency of capture of planetesimals by the migrating giant planet. On the other hand, if the relative distance increases (diverging process), planetesimals would be swept by those planets, reducing the heavy-element mass accretion efficiency. These effects should be investigated in future research.
During the migration process, the surface density of planetesimals around MMRs increases. The timescale of collision between the planetesimals becomes shorter with increasing surface density. The collision between planetesimals results in two opposite effects on the planetesimal capture efficiency. First, collisions perturb the planetesimals' orbits and some of the collisions can eject planetesimals from resonant trapping. Malhotra (1993) investigated this effect and found that the velocity and direction of collision determines whether the resonant trapping is broken. This effect increases the efficiency of planetesimal capture by a migrating giant planet. Second, collisions between highly eccentric planetesimals lead to shattering, which produces many small fragments. This effect reduces the planetesimal capture efficiency, because small size planetesimals are easily shepherded by a migrating planet (see 5). Thus, collisions between planetesimals have such effects of increasing and decreasing the heavy-element enrichment of a migrating giant planet; the net effect is our future investigation.
Due to the shepherding processes, many planetesimals are pushed inward by a migrating planet. At the same time, these planetesimals push the migrating planet in the opposite direction; this effect is neglected in our model. The maximum amount of planetesimals being shepherded by the migrating planet is ∼ 50 M ⊕ in the reference model, which corresponds to ∼ 20% of the mass of the migrating planet. Due to the exchange of torques, the migration timescale would be prolonged by ∼ 20% (Ida & Lin 2004) . Therefore, such effect slows down the migration speed of the planet.
After gas accretion terminates, giant planets contracts gradually. The high accretion rate of heavy-elements, however, affects the planetary evolution due to the change in the planetary composition, thermal energy, and opacity. While the accreted heavyelements can lead to an expansion of the radius due to the additional energy and increased (gas+dust) opacity, it can also decrease the radius due to the addition of heavy elements. There is also a possibility that the high heavy-element accretion rate would results in an increase in luminosity which in return may decelerate the planetary contraction. The expansion of the planet radius results in the enhancement of capture radius, and enhancement of capture rate of planetesimals. The feedback effect occurs between the capture of planetesimals and the planet radius. It is therefore desirable to perform a calculation of the planetary evolution taking into account the migration and heavy-element accretion self-consistently, and we hope to address this in future research.
Summary
A significant fraction of the warm-Jupiters with measured masses and radii are thought to be metal-rich relative to their host stars. Moderate heavy-element enrichment can be explained by planetesimal capture in the late-formation stages of gas gi-ant planets. In this study, we have performed numerical simulations of the dynamics of planetesimals around a migrating giant planet, taking into account the effects of mean motion resonances, and investigated the fundamental physics for planetesimal capture during planetary migration. We have then investigated the total amount of planetesimals that the giant planet finally captures for several model parameters including the migration timescale, the size of planetesimals, the migration length, and the planetary mass. Our main findings can be summarised as follows:
-There are two shepherding processes, resonant shepherding and aerodynamic shepherding, that act as barriers for planetesimal capture by a migrating gas giant planet. -Aerodynamic gas drag has two key effects that lead to breaking the resonant shepherding and, on the other hand, causing aerodynamic shepherding. We conclude that planetary migration increases planetary metallicity, and suggest that the heavy elements in warm/hot-Jupiters are mainly brought by planetesimal accretion during planetary migration, and that the relation between the heavyelement mass and planetary mass could be explained by different migration distances.
Clearly, our work has not included all the governing physical processes, and there is much more work to be done in the future, including the effects of the existence of other planets, collision among planetesimals, pebble accretion, and changes in internal structure of the gas giant planet. Therefore our study should be considered as a first step in a detailed investigation of the enrichment mechanisms of gas giant planets. This will provide a better understanding of the gas giants in the solar systems as well as of giant exoplanets.
Appendix A: Drag Coefficient
In general, the non-dimensional drag coefficient C d is a function of the Reynolds number R (= 2ρ gas R pl u/µ; v pl being velocity of planetesimals and µ being dynamic viscosity) and the Mach number M (= v pl /c s ; c s being the sound speed). The dynamic viscosity is given by µ = (1/3)ρ gas c s l m , where l m is the mean free path of gas molecules for which we adopt the collision cross section of hydrogen molecules (= 2 × 10 −15 cm 2 ). In this study, we use an approximated formulae for C d written as (e.g. Tanigawa et al. 2014 )
where ω crr is a correction factor, the value of which is 0.4 for R < 2 × 10 5 and 0.2 for R > 2 × 10 5 . Kanagawa et al. (2017) derived an empirical formulae for the gas structure based on the results of hydrodynamic simulations. They found that there is a relation between the gap width ∆ gap and non-dimensional parameter K as
Appendix B: Gap Structure in a Circumstellar Disc
where Σ th and Σ un are the surface density of disc gas inside the gap and outside the gap, respectively, and K is a nondimensional parameter defined as
They also found the surface density at the gap bottom as
where K is the non-dimensional parameter defined as
Using above results, they constructed an empirical function representing the radial distribution of the gap structure f gap as
Appendix C: A Detailed Analysis of Shepherding Processes
In Sec. 3, we have found that two shepherding processes play important roles in the process of planetesimal capture by the migrating planet. In this section, we analyse those shepherding processes and their influence on the efficiency of the planetesimal capture in detail.
Appendix C.1: Resonant Shepherding
First, the resonant trapping requires the following conditions:
(i) the eccentricity of the planetesimal on the approach to resonance is smaller than a critical one e crit , (ii) the libration width of the planetesimal orbit is smaller than the resonance width.
The critical eccentricity for the (p+q):p MMR is given by (e.g. Murray & Dermott 1999) 
where ζ p,q is the interaction coefficient, the values of which are −1.19, −2.02, and 3.27 for the 2:1, 3:2, and 5:3 MMRs. In the reference case, e crit = 0.15, 0.12 and 0.11 for the 2:1, 3:2, and 5:3 MMRs, respectively. The resonance width is given in the terms of the semi-major axis as (e.g. Murray & Dermott 1999) ∆a
where a c is the semi-major axis of the resonance's centre, which are 0.063e 1/2 , 0.091e 1/2 , and 0.11e 1/2 for the 2:1, 3:2 and 5:3 MMRs, respectively. The motion of test particles trapped in the (p+q):q MMR is known to have an adiabatic invariant given by (Yu & for i = 0. During resonant trapping, the planetesimal's eccentricity is excited by the planet's gravitational scattering and damped by the aerodynamic gas drag. The above equation indicates that the excitation rate decreases with increasing eccentricity, while the damping rate increases with increasing eccentricity (Adachi et al. 1976) . As a result, the eccentricity of planetesimals takes an equilibrium value during the resonant trapping. Whether a test particle is trapped in a MMR is often checked by use of the resonance angle defined as
where λ p and λ are the mean longitude of the planet and the planetesimal, respectively, and is the longitude of pericenter of the planetesimal. While circulating rapidly outside MMRs, the resonance angle librates inside MMRs. is in between the 5:3 and 3:2 MMRs. As the planet migrates inward, the planetesimal is trapped in the 3:2 MMR, gets its eccentricity highly excited, and then enters the feeding zone. The eccentricity keeps increasing until it reaches the equilibrium value mentioned above (ẽ ∼ 7.0).
In panels (b) and (c), the resonance angle (Eq. [C.5]) and the the planetesimal's semi-major axis relative to the resonance centre a c are shown with time. In panel (c), the resonance width given by Eq. (C.2) is also shown with the dotted lines; its eccentricity is substituted from the simulation's result. When t 4×10 5 year, the resonance angle circulates relatively slowly from 0 to 2π (Fig. C.1b ) and the libration width is much smaller than the resonance width (Fig. C.1c ). After the eccentricity reaches the equilibrium value, however, the libration is amplified due to the strong aerodynamic gas drag. Once the libration width exceeds the resonance width, the resonance angle starts to circulate rapidly, breaking the resonant trapping.
Panel (d) shows the planetesimal's orbits on the co-rotating frame with the migrating planet before (red, green and blue dots) and after (gray dots) escaping from the 3:2 MMR. It turns out that during the resonant trapping, the planetesimal never enters the planet's Hill sphere (indicated by a black line) even inside the feeding zone. Once escaping from the resonance, however, the planetesimal experiences many close encounters with the planet, A&A proofs: manuscript no. aanda ending up being captured by the planet or eliminated from its feeding zone.
The orbital evolution of a planetesimal initially located somewhat closer to the central star is shown in Fig. C.2 , which is the same as Fig. C.1 but for a 0 = 10 AU. As shown in Fig. C.2a , in contrast to the case shown in Fig. C.1a , the planetesimal once enters the feeding zone, but then gets out from the feeding zone through the 2:1 MMR. This is because the transport of the resonantly trapped planetesimal to inner high-density region leads to lowering the equilibrium eccentricity to below the eccentricity corresponding to the feeding zone boundary before the resonant trapping is broken. After escaping from the 2:1 resonant trapping withẽ ∼ 4, the planetesimal undergoes other resonant trappings. Panels (b)-(c) and (d)-(e) show the resonance angle and semimajor axis (relative to the resonance centre) of the planetesimal in the 2:1 and 3:2 MMRs, respectively. We find that the planetesimal escaping from the 2:1 resonant trapping is trapped in the 3:2 MMR. After staying in the 3:2 MMR for a while, the planetesimal ends up entering the feeding zone. Because of the same reason as the 3:2 resonant trapping (Fig. C.1d) , the planetesimal never enters the Hill sphere during being trapped in the 2:1 MMR, as shown in panel (f).
Appendix C.2: Aerodynamic Shepherding
Inward migration of the planet (or a decrease in distance between the planet and planetesimal) leads to increasing the Jacobi energy of the planetesimal orbiting interior to the planet's orbit, whereas the aerodynamic gas drag reduces it. As the planet migrates inward, the timescale of migration slowly decreases (∝ a p 1/2 ; see Eq.
[5]), while that of damping by aerodynamic gas drag decreases even faster because the disc gas density depends on a more strongly than a 1/2 . In the reference model, the latter overwhelms the former at a p 2 AU. Indeed, in the case of Fig. C.3 , which shows the evolution path of a planetesimal initially located at 5.0AU, for example, the aerodynamic gas drag is so strong when the planetesimal reaches the feeding zone boundary (the planet orbiting at 3 AU) that the aerodynamic shepherding inhibits the planetesimal from entering the feeding zone. Fig. C.4 . The temporal changes in (a) the capture rate of planetesimals and (b) the total mass of planetesimals inside the feeding zone in the reference case (see Table 1 for the setting). The red and blue lines show the contributions of planetesimals initially located on the side far from and close to the central star relative to the initial position of the 2:1 mean motion resonance (12.6 AU), respectively; the black one shows all the contributions. Top x-axis shows the semi-major axis of the migrating planet.
Appendix C.3: Effects of Resonant and Aerodynamic Shepherding Processes on Capture of Planetesimals
Using the analysis of the resonant shepherding and aerodynamic shepherding presented above, we next reanalyse the results of Sec. 3. Figure C .4 shows the temporal changes in (a) the planetesimal capture rate and (b) the total mass of planetesimals inside the planet's feeding zone. The red and blue lines show the contributions of planetesimals initially located on the side far from and close to the central star relative to the initial position of the 2:1 MMR with the planet (12.6 AU), respectively; the black line shows the sum of both contributions. As can be seen from Fig. 3a and b , it is found that the planetesimal capture rate correlates with the total mass of planetesimals inside the feeding zone for t 4 × 10 5 years, but this dependence is not observed for t < 4 × 10 5 years. We also find that the total mass of planetesimals inside the feeding zone rapidly increases around t ∼ 1 × 10 5 years and suddenly decreases at t ∼ 3 × 10 5 years. These features are related with the resonant shepherding by the 2:1 and 3:2 MMRs.
The rapid increase of total planetesimal mass inside the feeding zone is brought by the resonant shepherding as shown in Fig. C.1a and Fig. C.2a . As the planet migrates inward, the equilibrium eccentricity at the 2:1 MMR, which was initially inside the feeding zone in theb-ẽ plane, becomes smaller than the eccentricity corresponding to the feeding zone boundary. Then, the total mass of planetesimals inside the feeding zone suddenly decreases at t ∼ 3 × 10 5 years. When t < 4 × 10 5 years, planetesimals inside the feeding zone are trapped in the 2:1 or 3:2 MMRs and on "out-of-phase" librating orbits that never approach the planet's Hill sphere (see Fig. C.1d and Fig. C.2f ), thus the planetesimal capture rate is low despite the large number of planetesimals within the feeding zone.
As explained in Sec. C.1, the planetesimals start to escape from the resonant traps at t ∼ 4 × 10 5 years; some of the planetesimals that were in the 3:2 MMR from early on are captured by the planet (the red line in Fig. 3 ) and some of the planetesimals escaping from the 2:1 MMR enter the feeding zone through the 3:2 MMR (the blue line), which further increases the total mass of planetesimals inside the planet's feeding zone until t ∼ 6 × 10 5 years. Finally, the aerodynamic shepherding hinders planetesimals from entering the planet's feeding zone. By the time the planet reaches ∼ 1 AU, almost all the planetesimals are eliminated from the feeding zone because of the aerodynamic shepherding. Our analysis demonstrates that the resonant shepherding delays the main accretion phase until the planet reaches ∼ 6 AU, and the aerodynamic shepherding stops planetesimal accretion when the planet reaches ∼ 1 AU. Figure D .1 shows the total mass of planetesimals that enter the feeding zone vs.b at the time of entry. The positions of 1st-order MMRs such as 2:1 and 3:2 and 2nd-order MMRs such as 3:1 and 5:3 are indicated by the red and blue dotted lines, respectively. Theẽ-b relationship for the feeding zone boundary is shown by the black solid line. Also, we highlight MMRs that do not contribute to the enrichment of the planet with heavy elements. Planetesimals that enter the feeding zone via these MMRs are not captured by the planet. This is because the strongly trapped planetesimals leave the feeding zone through the same MMR, as shown in Fig. C.2. First, we find that a large fraction of planetesimals enter the feeding zone through the 1st-order MMRs. Thus, in the cases of M p = 0.7 M J and 1.4 M J , the 3:2 MMR is the main channel into the feeding zone. When the planetary mass is larger than 1.4 M J , the 3:2 MMR is engulfed by the feeding zone and only a small amount of planetesimals enter the feeding zone through the 5:3 MMR, which results in the decrease in M total cap . Finally, in the case of M p = 5.7 M J , the 2:1 MMR is located atb ∼ 3 and the equilibrium eccentricity becomes larger than the eccentricity corresponding to the feeding zone boundary. As a result, the 2:1 MMR becomes the main channel supplying planetesimals into the feeding zone, and for the planetary enrichment.
Appendix D: Chanel of Planetesimal Flow into Planetary Feeding Zone
Comparing the cases of M p = 0.7 M J and 1.4 M J , we find that the total mass of planetesimals entering the feeding zone is larger in the former case (∼ 74 M ⊕ ) than the latter case (∼ 66 M ⊕ ); nevertheless, the total mass of captured planetesimals is larger in the latter case. As shown in Fig. D.1 , the 1st-order MMR (i.e. 3:2 MMR) is located atb ∼ −4 for M p = 0.7 M J and b ∼ −3 for M p = 1.4 M J . An increase in |b| corresponds to that inẽ at the feeding zone boundary, which results in a decrease in the planetesimal capture probability. In summary, M total cap for M p = 1.4 M J is larger than that of M p = 0.7 M J because the 1storder MMR (i.e. 3:2 MMR) is closer to the planet in the former case.
